Numerous advanced constitutive models have been developed and implemented into ASC codes over the past 20 years. These newer models have more physics and better representations of material strength properties than their predecessors, and therefore more model coefficients. However, a material database of these coefficients is not readily available. Therefore incorporating these coefficients with those of the legacy models into a portable database that could be shared amongst codes would be most welcome. The goal of this paper is to describe the MatProp effort at LLNL to create such a database and associated access library that could be used by codes throughout the DOE complex and beyond.
We have written an initial version of the MatProp database and access library and our DOE/ASC code ALE3D (Nichols et. al., UCRL-MA-152204) is able to import information from the database. The database, a link to which exists on the Sourceforge server at LLNL, contains coefficients for many materials and models (see Appendix), and includes material parameters in the following categories -flow stress, shear modulus, strength, damage, and equation of state.
Future versions of the Matprop database and access library will include the ability to read and write material descriptions that can be exchanged between codes. It will also include an ability to do unit changes, i.e. have the library return parameters in user-specified unit systems. In addition to these, additional material categories can be added (e.g., phase change kinetics, etc.).
The Matprop database and access library is part of a larger set of tools used at LLNL for assessing material model behavior. One of these is MSlib, a shared constitutive material model library. Another is the Material Strength Database (MSD), which allows users to compare parameter fits for specific constitutive models to available experimental data. Together with Matprop, these tools create a suite of capabilities that provide state-of-the-art models and parameters for those models to integrated simulation codes. • Given a material, read some of the material properties // Function style double c0 = mpmat->GetProperty("c0"); double rho0 = mpmat->GetProperty("rho0"); // Call by reference style double ezero; mpmat->GetProperty("e0", ezero);
• Access a material using an identifier from a legacy database.
// Access material "25" using steinberg-guinan ID Material *sgeos_mat = db->GetMaterialByLegacyId(MatProp::SGEOS, 25)
• Select the EOS model from that material and begin querying its parameters EOSModel *mpeos = sgeos_mat->SetEOSModel("mie_gruniesen"); formNum = mpeos->GetIntParameter("eosform"); switch(formNum) { …
• Select the standard "blessed" types for a given material model, and load all of the parameters for that model The DataFile class provides an interface for accessing a MatProp "database" (which could be a single monolithic XML file, or a collection of files -one-per-material. 
Public Member Functions

MatProp::Material Class Reference
A Material is a collection of models, which together defines a consistent material model.
Public Member Functions
Material (XNode *materialRoot) Constructor.
const char * GetName () const Return the name of the material. 
